
Hello future Erasmus students!!!

I promised you that I will write about the parties

here in Gent. The first thing you should know is that

you can’t resist temptation going out everyday.

That’s a fact! :D There are a lot of bars and clubs,

you can easily find your taste of music. There is a

place called ’Overpoort’ and it’s a party street for

the university students. Usually younger generation

goes there so if you want something more ’serious’

you can find clubs and bars in the city center. I’ve

been here for 2 months and I realized that the vibe

of Gent is kind of hipster which is so cool, I love

that.

As I mentioned before my class is super amazing we

are going out together almost everyday. Every

programme has its own Whatsapp group, so if you

are feeling to hang out you just message the group.

Also we organize everything in that group so you

can’t miss anything ;). We always do a ’pre party’

at someone’s place and we all know those are the

best :D. Oh and I am just telling that you are the

luckiest person if you have your birthday during

your Erasmus. As you can see it on my picture we

organized a surprise party and it was so much fun.

*.*

All in all what I suggest you is to be open-minded make new friends and take part in the

activities. It’s not a problem if you are not that ’going out person’. You can join the others

anytime you don’t have to be there all the time. For example I like to explore new cities more

than the parties. Don’t worry there are other people who feel the same so you won’t travel

alone. :D Erasmus is about making new friends and exploring the world.

In my next blog I will show you a beautiful place where we travelled with the Erasmus

students. I hope you looking forward to it. See you soon 


